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1\ionday, February 17, 1969

Conference Win
Gives Wolfpack

I

No. 79

Renewed l-lopes
By JOHN MOSER
Sports Editor
Whew! For the second time in
as many regionally televised contests, New Mexico capitalized on
last second action to squeeze out
a two point win.
This time Ron Becker was
fouled by Wyoming's Harry Hall
with a half a second to playand Ron calmly sank both ends
of a one and one to give the
Lobos a 65-63 WAC win over
those always-ornery 'Pokes Saturday afternoon in the arena.
Just Like NMSU
For excitement this one matched the 68-66 win over NMSU last
Feb. 1, in which Petie Gibson
swished a 25-footer at the buzzer
for fans across the TV Sports
region.
The win kept the Lobos alive
in the scary conference race, upping their mark to 2-4 in league
play and 15-7 overall. The Cowboys are 3-3 and 15-6.
Wyoming did its darndest to
get off the last shot, as the 'Pokes
called timeout with score tied at
63 and :51 on the clock. The Lasso-men worked a weave in the
Lobo it·ont court for what seemed
like hours, but tenacious defense
by Becker caused a five-second
call on Hall with :29 showing. 0
boy!
Clock Tick-Ticks A way
But the Cowboys got the tip
and went back into the weave. As
the clock was agonizingly ticking
down to 10, 9, 8, .•. the 'Pokes
became a little desperate, and got
a bit sloppy with their passes.
With :03 showing, a loose ball
found itself dribbling out by midcourt. Beck and Hall dived for it,
Beck got there first and Hall
slammed him to the court. The
only real question was whether
time had run out or not.
Wyoming coach Bill Strannigan
seemed to think it had, as he

picked up his chair and made a
move toward the court the second that the officials signaled the
foul.
Another Last-Second Call
But the last-second call at the
end of the game wasn't the first
that benefited thl? Lobos in that
game. Dave "He's the King" Culver was fouled by Hall with :01
showing at the end of the first
half and, like Becker did later, he
hit two free tosses with everyone
else off the court to give UNM a
35-34 intermission-time lead.
In fact, much of the credit for
(Continued on page 6)

Harrises and Friend

Joan Baez, David Harris, and guitar playing friend Jeff spoke in
Anthropology Building last Friday night.

tiie

During Stop in Albuquerque

Harris, Baez Advocate War End
By SARAH LAIDLAW
Campus Editor
Joan Baez and husband David
Harris, appearing at UNM Friday, advocated ending the draft
and ending all war.
Miss Baez, who has established
a school in California for the
study of non-violence, and Harris,
who is one of the founders of the
draft resistance movement, are on
a nation-wide speaking tour. They
hope to reach as many people as
possible before Harris begins serving a three-year prison term in
June for refusing induction into
the armed forces.
Harris does not feel that serving in Volunteers in Service to
America (VISTA), the Peace
Corps, or as a medic, are favorable alternatives to serving in the
armed forces.
Still Helps System
"Serving in some other capa-

that makes war," said Harris.
city is still helping the system
"The only way to end war is to
make the decision that no one
owns you, but that you own yourself and no one can tell you what
to do."
Harris snid that he and his wife
are trying to take legitimacy from
the set of institutions that sanction war and transfer them to the
institutions that sanction peace.
Refusal to submit to the draft
system is part of the revolution
that will bring about the transfer,
he said.
Harris said that the draft may
eventually become dormant, or a
system of national servitude will
start.
Revolution Won't Stop
"But," said Harris, "if the
draft stops, the revolution will not
stop, because it is against what
the draft represents."

Harris is also against going to
Canada to avoid the draft. ' 1If
you go to Canada, you are still not
trying to change the system. You
are simply running away."
Miss Baez said that peace overtures are often unsuccessful because "we go to peace conferences
thinking our brothers won't want
peace."
She said that young people today are confused because they are
told one thing about peace, and
see another.
"We are told by our parents,
preachers, teachers, and the government, that we must try to be
decent, try to live as cleanly as
possible, and to love our enemies.
On the other hand we see these
same people making war on other
nations."
Family of Man
Miss Baez said that people must
stop thinking in terms of tribes,

nations, and families. 11We must
make a revolution. You and I
must see that there is only one
family, the family of man."
Harris said that the revolution
will not be easy and it will not
come quickly. "It will not come
overnight or over spring vacation.
It will come when everyone joins
us."
Miss Baez and Harris said tha.t
American colleges and universities are useless.
11
There is lots of work to be
done, and the last place to learn
where to direct your lives is in
school," said Miss Baez. 11Students
can go through public, private,
rich or poor schools and 99.9 per
cent of them still come out thinking it's alright to murder people."
Three UNM students burned
their draft cards when Miss Baez
and Harris were speaking in the
Union ballroom Friday afternoon.

At Washington Conference

CIA Briefs College ~ditors

Cool, Ron

Coo] !ton Becker sanl< a one and
one to win in Saturday's game after the buzzer rang.

By WAYNE CIDDIO
Managing Editor
The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) made history Friday
when it conducted a briefing for
25 college newspaper editors during the United States Student
Press Association (USSPA) College Editors Conference in Washington, D.C.
It was the first time the CIA
has ever held a briefing for a
student group or members of the
press. Commercial press representatives were not allowed to attend.
The briefing came on the second day of a conference that
brought together 500 student
journalists for three days of discussion on "The Economics of
Social Disorder." The conference
was highlighted by speeches by
Muhammad Ali, Ralph Nader,
United Auto Workers President
Walter Reuther, and Congress of
Racial Equality (CORE) Director Roy Ennis.
CIA Executive Director Col.
Lawrence K. "Red" White told
the student editors that the CIA
recognized the need for talking
to the public and said that tue
student briefing was a step to•
wards erasing the bad image that
the CIA has acquired on college
campuses across the country.
National Intelligence
White said the sole task of the
CIA was "to provide complete,

analytical national intelligence to we have never assassinated anythe U.S. government" and that one."
none of its investigatory activity
White and other executives
took place within the country.
from the department of foreign
"Our job is difficult and unusual operations, support, and science
in that we are a secret organiza- and technology answered question operating within a demo- tions f?r about 45 minutes after a
cratic society. We are the silent 30-minute presentation in which
servants of the government and White gave a general picture of
the people of the United States," the CIA and bemoaned the bad
White said.
,
image the CIA had on college
White said national intelligence campuses.
activity, covert action, and esWhite said the CIA had come
pionage were three methods the under fire from college activists
CIA used to gather information primarily because of a misundervital to the national security of standing of the purposes of the
the country, but that much of the agency. "If you ever hear anyone
work done by the agency was not talking about being followed
secret.
around campus by a CIA agent,
"The major part of our work, rest assured that its not true,"
that of gathering foreign intelli- White said.
· - ...!... - ·
gence for the use of the President
The college editors were taken
in foreign policy decisions, never to CIA headquarters by bus Frimakes the headlines. The items day morning and were instructed
that do make the papers, like the not to take any recording devices
Bay of Pigs incident, are taken into the building. Editors were
out of context," White said.
also asked not to take notes or
White explained that the Agen- attempt to quote the officials.
cy was under the control of a
congressional committee to which lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
intelligence information was communicated. White said that the
Agency did not investigate anyone appointed to the committee.
P. 2 ..••. Ivory Tower
"Never Assassinated Anyone"
When one student editor asked
about the alleged treachery ot P. 4 .• Michigan Probe
which the CIA has been accused
of by the press, White said, "I'll
tell you one thing categorically, llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiRIIIIIII
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The opinions expressed on tha editorial
pages of The Lobo are tnose of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Associated Students or of the Uni·
ersity of New Mexico.

lobo Review

·;rhe 'Smorgasbord of Art'

By PAULA HAYS HARPER
a traveling exhil:Jition of l)O American
p~intfngs done between 1946 and
1966, chosen from the collection
of James A. Michener, is currently on view at the University
Museum in the Fine Arts Center.
As an exhibition, it is a superficial grab bag of second rate
works by big name painters and
-what is less excusable--of third
rate works by lesser-known artists.
The title of the exhibition would
seem to imply that some exer·qise of critical judgment had
'been made-that certain currents
of IllCidern painting had been selected as being those on which the
'painters of tomorrow would
draw. This is not the case.
Rather, it looks as though Mr.
Michener (the author of Tales
of the South Pacific) went to an
art supermarket and said, "Give
me one of everything." There is
a sampling of abstract expressionist works, one shaped canvas,
some "pop" paintings, a little
"op," a few post-painterly abstractions, some figure paintings,
a little surrealism, a collage, etc.,
etc.-a smorgasboard of art.
On reading the catalogue of
the exhibition, however, I find
that the intention of the show is
not to select certain trends as
Source~ :for To~orrow,

significant ones, but rather to
show "the great diversity of
modes of painting to be witnessed
here." If this is the intention,
then the show is not diverse
enough- what is missing is a second-rate Andrew Wyeth and an
inferior Peter Hurd.
For Michener to propose this
eclectic, all-inclusive, mixed bag
of paintings as the Sources for
Tomorrow is as meaningless as
predicting that the children born
next year will be the offspring of
people living this year.
But wait a minute! There are
few opportunities here to experience the physical presence of
paintings by major 20th century
artists. A man dying of thirst
in the desert does well not to insist on champagne. Although the
exhibition as a whole deserves
condemnation for its pretention,
erratic selection and inanity,
there are individual works in it
that deserve to be seen on their
own merits.
Franz Kline's "Black and White
No. 2" (1960) is "action painting" fully realized. A confrontation with an authentic Kline,
big and tough and exploding with
controlled energy, is a vitalizing
experience. The Hans Hoffman
painting selected (X Orange,
1959) falls short of his best work.

To the Editor:
There is a serious error in
your editorial of Friday, February 7th, entitled "Figure the
Averages," which concerns the
results of the teacher evaluation
conducted last term. You claim
that the "average," using every
professor's entries published in
the student evaluation guide, of
university "professional talent"
is 6.8, with the A&S average computed as 6.7 and all non-A&S
computed as 6.9. You then state
that "a professor from A&S who
scores 5.0 in the UNM Teacher
Evaluation falls considerably below the average established for
~&S of 6.7, even though 5.0 was
originally defined as the arbitrary
~verage in the study." You later
argue that your average of 6.8
~or all professors' scores is a betfer measure· (of'.:piofessional competence apparently) "for it demonstrates the average performance of professors."
It really does. not. The key to
your error lies in the phrase
"thanks to all· the participating
(italics mine) professors for a!- .
lowing us to come to their classes"
-y;hich appears in the evaluation
guide itself. In other words, what
-··..·~~,_\'..,ears in the guide is a biased
~jample, i.e., the 290 some-odd professors who agreed to have themselves evaluated. Lest some of
my A&S colleagues who fell below 6.7 or other colleagues who
fell below 6.8 become somewhat
upset by their ratings, they should
ponder this fact. A figure of 6.8
on. a nine-point scale is actually
quite good. It is certainly possible that if the sample, . which
may constitute about half the
faculty, had been more representative, the Lobo's average for all
professors might have been somewhat closer to the midpoint of
your scale. I sincerely hope that
your erroneous averages do not
discourage faculty members from

further participation in student·
evaluation.
Ralph D. Norman
Professor of Psychology

The Bell Is Ringing
To the Editor:
The latest issue on campus centers on the CIA. Should the CIA
be allowed to recruit students
under University sanction and on
University property? The question
is even larger: Should Dow Chemical, Du Pont, ROTC, and other
organizations which are directly,
or perhaps even remotely, associated with maintaining an illegal
military posture for the United
States be assisted by the University in their search for recruits? The argument has been
offered that the University furnishes opportunities for prospective graduates to meet easily with
prospective employers and that
this policy is non-discriminating.
Any equal-opportunity employer
is offered an equal opportunity to
recruit students.
The University might take the
position that as long as it offers
an opportunity for recruiting to
one employer, it should offer the
same opportunity to all because
if it became necessary to discriminate amongst employers, it
would be difficult to draw a line
at any partciular shade of grey.
Who should decide, and how would
he decide, which employer should
be denied the privilege of recruiting?
This is a reasonable argument,
but it is unfortunately too generous. It is the vision of a blind
man. The question is not whether
all organizations should have
equal opportunity to recruit students but whether the University
will contribute, even tacitly, to
furthering the illegal activities of
organizations such as the CIA,
Dow, Du Pont and others by·· allowing them free access to our
students. The University takes
responsibility for the intellectual,
moral and ethical development of
its students, at least on the prag-

· •

,

ase
:r'he tw~ group~ were the Count~r-Guerr1~la Umt and. the Natwnal Socw~y of Pershmg Rifles.
The. co~stltutions for two ROTC
oz:gamzatJ_ons have been approved
Withm;t d1s~ussion and with only
one d1ssenb~g vote at a Student
Senll;te me~tmg. at Eastern New
Mex1co. Umver~Ity ~ENMU), .
A group wh1ch ~Isagr~~d With
the !=!tudent Senates dec1s1on immedrately filed an injunction with
the Student Court to prevent the
Counter-Guerrilla Unit from receiving final approval until a full
discussion of the issue could be
aired.
Examination of the Studeiit
Senate records revealed that the
approval was granted during a
session which had not had a quorurn, and the Senate voluntarily
agreed to review the decision.
"Situation Appealing"
. Arguing that "This is a univers1ty, not a place where you learn
to kill people," the spokesman for
the group, George McGill of
Brooklyn, N.Y., called the situation "appalling because it would
allow education of certain students in counter-guerrilla activities and techniques."
Another member of the group,
Don Bullis of Laguna, N.M., said,
"Every student should be alerted
to the implications of fostering a
hard-core fighting unit on campus, Our first question is: Isn't
this against the idea of a university? And our second is: Who
gets to be the guerrillas?"
How .Mobilized?
Citing the mobilization of the
ROTC unit at Kansas State University, the group was concerned
as to how the ENMU unit might
be activated, "We have no argument at all with ROTC itself. We
agree that the nation must have
a standing army, and that its
leaders must be trained. Our concern is strictly with the Counter
Guerrilla Unit as it might exist at
Eastern," Bulles said.
"How, for instance, might it be
m o b i I i z e d? 0 I asked Gapt.
(Charles) Hanson who exactly

By GRANT HARVEY
ANYONE WHO missed the game Saturday and didn't get
a chance to see what Oskie was, is pretty lucky. Crowd reaction to the absurd creation before the game was enough
to make the cheerleaders change their minds about using
it at halftime. For those of you who weren't there, imagine
this. Rick Beitler is standing on top of a tall stepladder in
the middle of the basketball court in front of 4000 students.
He is leaning over a big ugly brown thing that is supposed
to resemble a crock of moonshine (the spirit bottle). As he
pulls a garbage can out of the neck of the bottle, everyone
is supposed to scream out in joy (spirit). When he stuffs
the can back in the bottle, everyone is supposed to become
quiet. When he pulls it out he gets a barrage of laughs and
cat calls and a few boos. When he stuffs the garbage can
back in, the neck crumbles and part of it falls onto the gym
floor. He sheepishly repeats this routine about four times.
Things don't improve. Hopefully we will never see it again.

***

OTHER STRANGE things happened at the game. Ellen
Cullaton, who hasn't showed up for. a game since mid-season
of the football fiasco, was on hand to tell a WAC listening
audience that she was a UNM cheerleader. She got a nice
interview and people from the southwest states all got to
watch her. I guess she has been busy with studies all this
time and couldn't make it to the games.

***

IN A FEW WEEKS it will be time for you girls to dig
out the sun tan oil and the bikinis to impress all the helicopter pilots that love to visit UNM, especially Hokona. At
last, an end to yellow QT tans and other tricks that bathing
suits and the sun will reveal.

***

ANYONE SHORT on cash might look into the possibility
of selling tickets to the motorcycle races between the Union
and Mitchell Hall each day. With a new race each hour,
spectators are assured of a variety of faces and bikes.
Novelty events include a cross-campus chase involving the
campus cops' three-wheeler and a Honda 450. In the meantime someone is going to get run over if the bikes on campus
don't cool it.

II
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"That'll be all for now, Captain, .. er •.• Admiral
Queeg .. !"
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would be in control. He said that
th e pro
· f es s or of m1"l"t
·
1 ary science
here com.es under two he&ds. One
of these IS the Commander of the
Fourth Army; the other is president of the university. Of course
he wouldn't admit that the group
w~uld ever be mobilized," Bullis
smd. Both McGill and Bullis are
veter&ns. . .
Co~shtuhon Explained
. On bemg presented a second
bme to the Student Senate for
approval, the constitution of the
Counter-Guerrilla Unit was explained to the senators' satisfaction. The Student Organizations
Committee of the Senate assured
the senators that the Counter
Guerrillas would not be activated
to patrol the campus, as, they
contended, only the Commander
of the Fourth Army could order
such an activation. After very
little discussion, the constitution
was approved unanimously.
The protesting group planned
to take the matter to the Student
Court, but decided to form a
Counter Counter-Guerrilla Unit,
tentatively to be called the King
Kong Society, Mike Blake of Roswell, said recently.
King Kong Purposes
Listing the purpose to discuss
various intellectual methods of
countering counter-guerrillas
everywhere, the society plans to
write and submit a constitution
to the senate for approval. "We
will practically copy the CounterGuerrilla constitution word for
word, except we will substitute
anti-counter-guerrilla activities,"
Blake said. Blake is also a veteran.
-------------

r

Bullis said that the King Kong
·
· be operatrve,
·
Society
w1ll
a protest by org·anization rather than
by name alone. One objective
which they hope to achieve is to
have veterans exempted from
physical education courses .and
and give them credit for' their
time in service, something now
denied on Eastern's . campus.
ROTC members are given physical education for their drilling excersises.

Marriage Bureau
BUDAPEST (UPI)-The government will open a marriage
bureau soon where psychologists
and sociologists will try to find
mates for the Hungarian capital's 250,000 single women and
70,000 single men, the news agency MTI reported Wednesday.

:Photo by ~. Norton

Joan, David Harris

Popejoy

l

Joan Baez and David Harris
are shown contemphith\g "reporters' questions· during their 'Fridi!-y
stop in Albuquerque. ··
't
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CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE
presents

!>·
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"CHARACTERIZED BY EXUBERANCE AND UNFLAGGING
ENERGIES. WORKING TOWARD THE DAY IT CAN BE
CALLED THE FINEST IN THE COUNTRY."
"News Globe," Amarillo, Texas

Higher Cost
MOSCOW (UPI) - A soviet
clothing store placed the following notice in newspapers in an
effort to recover a sales loss:
"Buyers who purchased men's
shirts during October and November of last year for 7.50
rubles ($8) : please return the
shirts or pay the price difference
because the actual price of the
shirts was 18 rubles ($19) each."

,,
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IF IT'S A REALISTIC CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
WITH INITIAL RESPONSIBLE ASSIGNMENTS, YOU'VE
FOUND IT!

~~
OPENINGS

FOR ENGINEERS

Ut,

SHIP STRUCTURAL DESIGN o SHIPBOARD ELECTRICAL
SYSTEMS DESIGN o SHIPBOARD ELECTRONICS
SYSTEMS DESIGN & EVALUATION o SHIPBOARD
MISSILE SYSTEMS EVALUATION o SHIP PROPULSION &
PIPING SYSTEMS DESIGN o SHIPBOARD VENTILATION
& AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS DESIGN • PRODUCTION
& FACILITIES ENGINEERING
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Company of 50/ Willam F. Christensen, Artistic Director
...

EXCELLENT FEDERAL
SERVICE BENEFITS

Our brochures are now available in the Placement Office.
Sign up for an on-campus interview with our professional
employment representative today!

Tonight-8:15p.m.
Reserved Seats-$4.00, $3.50, $3.00, $2.50, $2.00
Students with activity cards, faculty, staff &kids

Y2 Price
Telephone: 277-3121
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ByEBd~t·RYLfEENNEM•BULCAhKELY

rna tic level of day by day behavior
on campus. Shouldn't it also accept responsibility for a much
larger moral issue by taking a
stand against the Federal government's current military posture and against those agencies
and corporations which support
that posture? When stated this
way, the problem is no longer one
of distinguishing among several
shades of grey, but of casting out
those organizations which are unequivocally at the extreme end of
the tonal scale.
Little action can be taken now
to change this week's events, but
it is time for all of us, and particularly for those who are responsible for decision making, to reconsider this question and to take
appropriate action. This issue can
no longer be disregarded. The bell
is ringing now.
A. Despopoulos

A native Russian, Mary Barrett, is offering her services as
a qualified Russian tutor. She
may be reached at 242-0386 in
the mornings, or at 1622 Grand
Ave., N.E. Her tutoring services
are $3 per hour.

Extra Units At ENMU

I

Russian Tutor

NEW MEXICO LOBO

ROTC Receives Approval

Osl(ie Blows It

Letters are welcome, and should
be no longer than 250 words typewritten, double spaced. Name, telephone number nnd address must be
included, although name will be
withheld upon request.

To The Editor:
Lobo Error

Nevertheless, looking at it will put
you in touch with a powerful
artistic personality. His medium
is the message-pigment in thick,
juicy, textures; in rich colors;
laid on with a knife, smeared,
squeezed out of the tube onto the
canvas; moved around until it
expresses his own healthy, sensuous delight.
There is a Kenneth Noland
target painting (Spli.t-Spectrum,
1961) that deserves from the
viewer the quiet contemplation it
needs to work its mood of cool
lyricism. And a Morris Louis
work (Water-Shot, 1961) uses
minimal means-washes of pure,
thin color absorbed by unsized
canvas-to achieve minimal ends
-sheer visual pleasure.
Robert Ellis, the Museum's director, has hung the show with his
usual good taste. He has made the
best works most visible so that
one's first impression of the exhibition, taking in the whole contents of the gallery, is one of
explosive energy, huge scale,
bright color, and dramatic variety
of forms. But this exciting environmental effect recedes when
one is face to face with each
painting in turn. Then, the unevenn<:css of quality and the magpic philosophy of Michener's exhibition becomes evident.

r
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~ampnsBriefs
Children's art classes will be
held at UNM during the first six
weeks of the summer session,
said Dr. Alexander Masley, chairman of the department of art
education.
Masley said the classes will
cover art experiences including
drawing, painting, design, clay
modelling, and paper craft.
Two groups of children, sevenand eight-year-olds and nine• to
eleven-year-aids, will meet twice
each week from 10 a.m. to noon.
Persons interested in the program should contact the UNM
S:ummer session office immediately. Tuition will be $15 per
child.

terviews on the UNM campus
Thursday, Feb. 13 at the Placement Center.
The Commission has about 175
openings at locations throughout
the United States for men and
women with a "B" average who
are in the upper 25% of their
class, and who will earn bachelor's or master's degrees in 1969.
The AEC conducts research
programs into the use of nuclear
energy for electricity, seawater
desalinization, space v e hi c I e s,
medicine, food sterilization, and
national defense.
More details on interviews with
the AEC are available through the
UNM Placement Office or any
AEC office.

Graduate Post

Field Chaperones

A graduate assistant's post including a $100 a month stipend,
is available for June, July, and
August at the D.H. Lawrence
Ranch near Taos.
The student will live in a cottage and conduct tours of the cottage during the day. At the end
of the summer, he will make a
brief report to the ranch committee at UNM. Utilities will be
provided.
Dr. Ernest Tedlock, professor
of English at UNM, is accepting
applications. They must be turned in by May 30 and must be end,arsed by the chairman of the
applicant's department.

The American Field Service
will pay all living and travel expenses for bus-trip chaperones
for their June-July tour of the
United States with 35 to 40 mature foreign students.
Interviews will be held by the
screening committee March 1 for
the chaperones who must be 21 to
30 years of age, a junior, U.S.
citizen, and have good health,
flexibility, and leadership abilities.
There will be one male and one
female chaperone to each bus.
The tour will visit six or more
communities including New York,
N.Y.
Get further information and
application blanks from: Marilyn
Muldoon, 1825 Sigma Chi Rd.,
243-6011.

Children's Art Classes

Lower Voting Age
The Associated Students of
UNM Student Lobby scored a victory recently in its attempt to
have the New Mexico state legislature lower the voting age to 18
through a constitutional amendment.
In a tie-breaking vote cast by
Senate Public Affairs Committee
Chairman Sterling Black, D-Los
Alamos, the Senate joint resolution received a "do pass."
Ron Curry, vice president of
ASUNM, said that the resolution
must receive a "do pass" from
another Senate committee before
it appears on the Senate floor.
Should it pass the Senate, it would
tli\Jn go through two House committees and then to the floor of
the House for passage.
Curry said that the resolution
still has a "long way to go" before passage, but he indicated
that the first hurdle was overcome when the resolution got a
"do pass" from the Public Affairs
Committee.
"I detect a lot of latent support
for the resolution in the House
and Senate," said Curry, but he
added that if this resolution fails
to pass, the ASUNM Student
Lobby would try to have the voting age lowered to 19.

AEC Recruitment
~

Atomic Energy Commission's
(AEC) college recruitment representatives will be conducting in-

Uterine Cancer
A study of uterine cancer among Indian women is being performed by Dr. Scott Jordan, assistant professor in the Department of Pathology.
Dr. Jordan has received a
grant of $146,000 from the Public
Health Service to conduct the
studies this year, the third of his
five-year grant.
Delayed early childbearing resulting from "adolescent sterility" seems to be the reason for
less uterine cancer among Indian
women than among Anglo and
Spanish-American women.
This information is the result
of a study by the UNM School of
Medicine, which performs "pap
smear" tests for uterine cervical
cancer for women who could not
normally afford the test.
The tests are made by doctors
in different locations in New Mexico and Arizona, and are supported by Dr. Jordan's grant. Fifteen
testing clinics are on the Navajo
Reservation in Arizona.

Help With Alcoholism
Persons seeking help with alcoholism may contact the New
Mexico Commission on Alcoholism, P.O. Box 1731, Albuquerque,
New Mexico.
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Michigan Probes Campuses
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (CPS) The M i c hi g a n legislature is
launching an investigation of the
state's universities, centering
around the University of Michigan, where a play was shut down
Jan. 26 for its use of nudity. A
sit-in is scheduled for this week.
Wayne State University in Detroit and Michigan State in East
Lansing are also e:A."Pected to feel
the brunt of the probe, which resulted from concern over student
activism on the campuses,
'Shaggy-Haired Idiots'
"People are sick and tired of
shaggy-haired idiots interfering
with the activities of good students," said State Sen. James G.
Fleming, a Republican from Jackson who introduced the resolution
from the investigation.
Another legislator, Sen. Gilbert
Bursely, was in the audience Sunday night when ten actors and
actresses appeared nude onstage

during the play, "Dionysus in 69."
He conceded that the "dramatic
techniques were most unusual and
interesting, He enjoyed it; however, the performance could have
financial repercussions for the
university."
Besides the special probe, school
officials face upcoming budget
hearings soon, and the legislature
holds the pursestrings. Michigan
universities are legally independent under the state constitution,
and are controlled by an elected
Board of Regents.
Director to Challenge
The director of the company

performing "Dionysus," Richard
Schecher, said he would challenge
the constitutionality of arrest
against the ten cast members who
were in the performance. Polic~
charged the six men and four
women with indecent exposure.
Michigan is the second Big Ten
school to have a dramatic production shut down this year, Last
fall a University of Wisconsin
dramatic department adaptation
of "Peter Pan" (also with a nude
sequence) was raided at its second
perfo1·mance. Charges against its
cast members and director were
later dropped.

Born In The 40's

•

•

Engineering and Science at IBM

"The interdisciplinary
environment keeps you
technologically hot:'

We are forming a young adult Mixed Bowling League for you and your age group.

Fun For All
PORT MORESBY, New Guinea
(UPI)-Fifteen men in Papua,
New Guinea claim possession of
more than nine wives apiece and
another 500 claim between five
and eight apiece, in the first comprehensive figures ever released
on the territory's population. The
study, based on a 1966 census,
fixes the territorial population at
2,185,000.

"Working in data processing today pretty much
means you work in a broad spectrum of technologies,"says Nick Donofrio.

Meeting Date: Feb. 18 - 8:30 p.m.
Starting Date: Feb.

An Associate Engineer at IBM, Nick is a
1967 graduate in Electrical Engineering.
He's using his technical background
to design circuits for computer
memory systems.

25- 8:45 p.m.

Eu-Can Bowl

3010 Eubank NE
For more information
call 298-5583

"Circuit design used to be a narrow
job," he says. "Today it can take you
into the front yard of half a dozen
different fields. In my job, for example,
I work with systems design engineers,
chemists, physicists, metallurgists,
and programmers."

COUNIJIBY
BUSIC IS
WBIIJIB
rOLBS' SOULI

Nick describes a hypothetical ca·se
history: "A memory systems man
comes to me with memory circuit
requirements. Before I can start
designing the circuit, I go to see a
physicist. He helps me select an
appropriate technology for the
monolithic circuit.

AND MERLE HAGGARD IS
THE SOUL OF THE COUNTRY!
JUST LISTEN TO MERLE'S
NEWEST!

"As the design develops, I work with a
test group and also check back with the
systems and semiconductor people to make
sure I'm on the right track."
Keeping up
The interdisciplinary environment at IBM helps
you keep up to date technologically. As Nick
puts it, "You're constantly exposed to what's
happening in other fields."

PRIDE IN WHAT I AM
and a companion piece featuring
Merle's great country band:

IBM needs technical graduates to work in
research, design and development, manufacturing, product test, field engineering, and space
and defense projects. We also need technica!
people in programming and marketing.

"INSTRUMENTAL SOUNDS OF
MERLE HAGGARD'S S1.l\li11ur..n.J

Visit your placement office

tJUA
A

Drive-Thru

Restaurant

1830 Lomas N.E.

Sign up at your placement office for an interview with IBM. Or send
a letter or resume to
Harley Thronson, IBM,
Dept. C, 3424 Wilshire
Blvd., Los Angeles,
California 90005.

These new Capitol albums
along with Merle's other
hits are available
today at your favorite
record dealer... see the
Merle Haggard Display today.

• s_
D
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DAILY

Tacos
Tostadas
Frijoles
Burros
Chiliburgers

•

-~----

ON
CAMPUS

FEB.
20,21

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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10 A.M •.
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Becker, Howard
leadWolfpack's
65-63 Victory

Griego Wins Mat Crown
UNM's 137 pounder Rudy
Griego emerged as the only Lobo
winner in Saturday's Sun Devil
Wrestling tournament held in
Tempe.
Western State of Colorado
claimed the six-team tourney
with a total of 57 points. Western
was followed by host Arizona

(Continued from page 1)
the win could be attributed to the
success the Wo!fpack had at the
charity line. UNM hit on 17 of 22
free ones to only seven of 17 for
the 'Pokes. Wyoming had four
more field goals than the Wolves
(28-24) and shot 54.9 per cent
from the floor to but 35.3 for

State with 56, CalL1'ornia 47,
UCLA 44, UNM 28 and Ariz. 25.
Individual class champions: 123
-Gonzales, UCLA; 130-Labson,
ASU; 137-Griego, NM; 145Warren, Cal.; 152--Uhrick, WS;
160-Rushing, Ariz.; 167-Hart,
WS; 177-Halsey, UCLA; Hwt.
-Cahill, ASU.

Over UN M Gridders

Wolfbabies Get First Win
Amazing John Somogyi and his
Wolfpup teammates got their
wish for at least one victory

1

Country Barn

UNM. .
Stretch Tops Scorers
Stretch Howard once again led
all scorers with 22 points including a perfect eight of eight from
the line. Carl "Thin Man" Ashley led the 'Poke attack with 19.
. Wyoming adua1Jy had the lead
most of the afternoon, but were
never ahead by more than eight.
That eight-point margin was 13-5
with 14:28 remaining in the first
period. But tne Kingsmen kept
:right on chipping away, and Becker hit a layup that gave them the
14ad for the first time at 28-26,
"With 5:10 showing in the initial
period. Buckets were traded regularly until the good action with
last-second foul shots began.
Hall Hits Lay-in
Hall hit a lay-in to give Wyoming the lead at 34-33 with 1 :43
showing. The 'Pokes' Paul Popovich then failed to connect on a
one and one at 1:29, and the Lobos
went into their one-shot drill at
Beck grabs the ball
:58. But Petie was guarded closely IJy Bob Wilson and got a five
second violation with :10 showing. 11. Ashley was backed up by
Petie controlled to Culver, but Dodds with 15 and big VonKrosigk
Ha1l intercepted and drove the with 14.
Becker played what he termed
length of the court only to blow
the layup. The ball came down "the best defensive game of my
into Culver's hands, and Hall life," holding Wyoming's 20.1 avcame down on his head to draw eraging Harry Hall to but three
of nine afield and a season low
the foul.
As the second half began, it of only seven points.
became evident that the only way
to watch this one was to settled
back and see who was ahead at
the final buzzer.
New Mexico
fg
pf
!t-a
tp
Pokes Grab Lead Again
Petie Gibson
1
2
2-3
4
Ron Sanford
6
12
0-1
2
The 'Pokes grabbed the lead
Steve Shropshire 2
1-2
2
6
back on a jumper by bothersome
Ron Becker
4
3-3
4
11
Greg Howard
7
8-8
3
22
Gary Von Krosigk, at 42-41 with
Willie Long
2
1-2
3
6
16:35 left. Wyoming held onto
Dave Culver
3
2-3
1
6
Totals
24
11-22
17
65
that lead, stretching it to seven
Wyoming
fg
pf
tp
!t-a
at one point (49-42), seeing it
Dab Wilson
0-0
2
1
2
Harry Hall
3
1·5
5
7
shrink to two (53-51), and finally
Carl Ashley
8
3-5
1
19
wathing it vanish at 60-61 as a
Gary Von Krosigk 7
0-2
4
14
Stan
Dodds
6
3-4
3
15
Becker layup came with 3:30
Brad Smith
0
0-0
0
1
showing. But Stan Dodds hit a 30
Paul Popovich
0-0
1
0
2
Gary Bebout
2
0-1
4
3
footer and Hall a one and one,
Totals
28
7-17
19
63
and Wyoming was back on top,
Wyoming
34
29-63
63-l;!, with two and a half minNew Mexico 35
30- 65
Att. 13,623
utes on the clock.
Stretch Howard hit on an amazing driving hook with 1:54 remaining, to knot the mark at
63-63 and set the stage for Becker's pops.
Sanford, Beck back Stretch
Joining Howard in double
:figures for the Lobos were Ron
Sanford with 12 and Becker with

Coolr Beck

Special
9 A.M.-12 P.M.
Chilly Days!

HOT BOWL OF CHILl
New Mexico Style

Only 19c

Pup Box

fg
Frosh
John Somogyi
12
Gnry Gordon
4
Rick Wright
4
Martin Peralta
0
Stan Pena
3
Bernie Boehmer
1
Snm Penartz
0
Totals
24
fg
Footbnllers
Terry Wolitz
6
Sam Scarber
2
Rodney Wallace
2
Rocky Long
2
3
Rod Peterson
Ken Ross
4
Don Thompson
3
Bruce Markham
0
Vincent Corry
1
Zack Thomas
1
Harry Price
1
Dennis Bryant
1
Totals
26
Footbnllers 32
Frosh
50

!t-a
27-29
0-1
2-3
2·2
2-3
2-3
1-2
36-43
ft-a
3-3
1-2
2-3
2-3
2-3
5-5
0-0
3-3

o.o

0-0
0-1
0-0
18-28
38- 70
34- 84

pf

4
3
3
3
3
3

0
19
pf
2
5
3
3
3
1
0
2
3
1
2
1
26

tp
51
8
10
2
8
4

1

84

tp
15
5
6
6
8

13

6
3
2

2
2
2

70

The College Inn
BarberShop

We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340
''
UNM's Ron Becker snatches a
rebound with Ron Sanford (14)
and Wyoming's Harry Hall (23)
looking on. The Lobos won, 65-63.

Don't Forget
Every Sat. & Sun. Hamburgers 15¢ or 10 for $1.25

Razor Cuts
Minimum Rates
on AllWork

0
AsH

WEDNESDAY
SERVICES

W& Pf'OBABL-Y HAYl: A PLAcE

'FO~ YoU .. · YOU I:.NCN/1 WITH

HI! I'M A CAMPUS.
i<EC~ ITER I"!<OM

CHAL.LSNGE-,OPPoiZ1V.IJ11Y1

CONOCO,

c~

AJ:>VA~CE:MEIJT.

_/

.J

Y()U /?ECe!ArTSQS MlA';.T

Qo TO THE SIVIlS: TJ?A.iNI/..l::r

SCHOOl-.·· ADVA~EMEt.JT

-i

\... ~ CHAl-I-EIJ4'~·"?
')~ ·.·YUCK!

t:J

Saturday afternoon, as the 'Puppies downed that always-tough
UNM football team, 84-70, on the
basketball court of University
Arena.
Somogyi had (ho-hum) 51
points for his work, hitting on 12
field goals and-catch this-27 of
29 free shots in the wild affair
that gave the 16 suited-up gridders a lot of experience anyway.
For a while in the first half,
th~1·.footballers threatened to make
a game of it, paced in the early
going by 6-4, 290 pound giant
Rodney Wallace, who launched
several booming, parallel-to-theground hook shots and dominated
the boards-he took up the entire
free throw lane when lurking for
the rebound.
Also turning in a fine game

was Sam Scarber, who unfortunately for the gridders fouled
out prematurely early in the second half.
Terry Wolitz had 15 points to
lead the football guys' attack. He
was aided by some fine inside
work done by Ken Ross (13
points) and good guard play from
Rocky Long and Rod Peterson.
Long ended the afternoon with six
points and Peterson had eight.
Rick Wright was the only 'Pup
other than Somogyi to get into
double figures, as he added ten
counters to the scoreboard.
The W olfpups are now 1-8 on
the season, and will prepare to
meet the Greek intramural
champs Alpha Tau Omega on
Thursday, Feb. 27, prior to the
UNM-BYU game.

(JUSTon Tlit.PL~

V!i~P

mGt~

• PJ

OLD ALRUQl1EJtQUE

'NE.w M£.~«:0>

~0bSM\'JhiPr. ~.\V.

T ankmen Drown 'Pokes;

Eat in our large dining room or take it home
2400 Central SE Across From Campus
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12:30
5:30
8:00

Canterbury Chapel
450 Ash ;>;E

Lose to Colorado State
The UNM swimming team split
two weekend meets held in Johnson Gym, losing to Colorado
State on Friday by a score of
72-41, then storming back on
Saturday to down Wyoming, 6638.
The tankmen are now 3-4 on
the season.
UNM's Bob Milne took the 100
yard freestyle in both meets, and
also won the 50 freestyle against
Wyoming.
The Lobos could manage only
four wins in the 13 events against
the CSU Rams, with firsts in the
one and three meter diving events
by Paul Mudroff and a win by
the 400 yard freestyle relay team
(Jon Mayhew, Pat Massey, Eric
Phillips, and Steve Craven) in
addition to Milne's victory in the
100 freestyle.
The Wyoming dunk fest turned

out much better, as the Lobos had
three double winners on the way
to winning nine of the 12 events
held.
Milne took the 50 and 100 freestyle against the Pokes, Steve
Craven the 200 free and 200 butterfly, and Jon Mayhew won the
500 and 1000 freestyles.
Mudroff won the one meter
diving crown, Pat Massey the
200 individual medley, and the
400 freestyle relay team of Milne
Craven, Massey and John Jordon also came out on top.
The Lobos will return to action
Friday in Tucson against Ari·
zona, and on Saturday at Arizona
State.

Alcoholic Men
Five of every six alcoholics are
men between the ages of 18 and
45.

Come meet Miss Gayle Luck,
Revlon Beauty Consultant
At University Drug
On Thurs. &Fri. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

CD
CONoco''s. NOT JU~ SEI?VICE
'.STATrCI'JS. WE 1 ~E IN PETJ<'OLEUM
COM., PLAI-JT FCIODS1 CHSMICAL'i ~ ..
lr..l ~9 COU~"TI2tES.
IJ../1-lAT'S. YOU~ s,pec IA.LTY?

Potronize
Lobo Advertizers

.)
WEl-L. 1 TO TEl.!..

You THE -rRLI"TU ••.
)

DOWN
WITH
SOILED
SUMMARIES!

,:;:_.. ....
"i'f-· ."•;.

She'll show you how any girl with a brain in
her head can become a beauty now. Come,
let her show you the real right way to apply
'Private Eyelashes' in 3 wiggy lengths. (It's
simple!) See all the new eye-makeups (no
more jaded eyes). A full curriculum of lipsticks and nail enamels. 'Natural Wonder'
treatment and pretty face makeups (the first
absolutely oil-free makeups ever!) As well as
compacts ad infinitum, so you
can pass 'the pretty-people test.

1 MAJO!lED
lt.J PICCDI-0.

I

Up with Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper!

Who knows ... we may form a company band.

An ordinary pencil eraser picks up
every smudge, every mistake. The special rc---.,.,~-~-----.

,::~:~:~:~:~:;~;~~f~~::~:: (~fit).

what are you waiting for? Get it in light,
~~;;t-it 1'.
medium, heavy weights and Onion ·· , .::~,;;~
Skin. In 100-sheet packets and 500- tAtON'$ CORRASAIJL£
sheet ream boxes. At Stationery Stores TYPEWRITER PAPER
and Departments .. -·=.. . ----"--· ___ J
~

j

.· Only Eaton makes Corrasable.®

~

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND TYPEWRITER PAPER
Eaton Paper Company) fi'ittsfield, Massachusetts 01201
.

"Where do you go from here?"

I
Seeking Graduates all degrees

0
0

SCIENTIFIC

0

BUSINESS

ENGINEERING

Continental Oil Company
COAL I CHEMICALS I

PLANT FOODS I PETROLEUM I NUCLEAR

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

See your
placement
officer.
Recruiting

FEBRUARY

28

Open Until Midni9~t-Free Delivery

•

2132 Central SE at Yale - Phone 243-4446
-

•

~
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Thinlting Ahead
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WANT ADS
EMPLOYMENT
WORK for the Univeraity -of New Mexico
Student Publications business stnft'. OPportunity includes copywriting, adverti&ing make-up, and sales. Hours easily adjusted to fit studies sehedule. Commissioru;
available. Check with the busin~ ata.II'~
Journalism Bldg., Room 159 1>r all 2774002.

FOR SALE
1959 PORCHE 16005; coup; AM-FM; radials: rebuilt engine; clean; $1150 or offer;
255-4256 niter g p.m.
LOST&FOUND
PUPPY LOST: Beagle-Bassett cross, in
area of University and Central. Can
277-4684 or bring to 115* A University
NE. REWARD.
LOST: Brown billrold, near Art!na. Heaven wiU reward you nnd so will L Ask
for <korge, 243-4118, or Lobo 1>ffice.
LOST IAN, DALMATION DOG REWARD, 6(19 1h Buena Vista N.E. Reward too, for information. Lost Fri.
night. Jean Johnson.
~~==~ ,
PERSONALS
NEEDED: 3 girls to a hare hous~ near
UNM- Call 266-4986.
BIKE FREAK8-ZLM & TA meets Tues.
Feb. 18, 7 :30 to discuss motorcycle run
to Grand Canyon over Easter. Itm.
26o~B. sun.
A,R'l'1STS AND WRITERS. THUNDERBffiD needS your work. Deadline Feb. 28.
Bring to rm. 158, Journalism Dldg. Staff
also needed.
RIDE WANTED. Graduate stlldent needs
ridl.i from Santa Fe to UNM Tuesdays
and Thursdays. Must be in time for 9:00
a.m. class and return after 4 :30 class.
Please contact Mrs. Cooke, Santa Fe

AA UP Sponsors Discussion

.t

With seven sch®l days behind
us, this student seems to be contemplating what he'd like to do
for spring break. ,

Tutorial Council Reports
Three Positions Vacant
Applications are now being accepted for positions on the tutorial council.
There are three openings on the
tutorial executive board and applications may be picked up in
room 251 in the Union.
The council acts as the executive body for the tutorial program
and 1s subsidized by the Associated Students of UNM, said
Ray Schowers, campus coordinator for the program.
At pxesent there are over 300
students involved in the tutoring
program at UNM. Each tutor
spends an hour each week helping elementary and junior high
school students who are having
reading and/or mathematical
problems,
UNM tutors are responsible for
Ernie Pyle, Washington, Lincoln
and Armijo junior high schools.
Longfellow, Eugene Field, John
Marshall, and Lowell elementary
schools are also served by UNM
tutors, Special education students
at Bel Air elementary school and
McKinley junior high are also
helped by UN!\! tutors, Schowers
said.
As co-ordinator of the program1
Schowers assigns tutors to various schools, and co-ordinates the

Qn Minority Students

l
I

program materials, which include
books, games and art supplies.
He also arranges car pools for
tutors, and makes periodic reports
to the Albuquerque school board.
The tutorial program began at
UNM in 1965. John Thorson was
the first co-ordinator. "Workers
in the program are people of
varying interests and majors,"
said Schowers. He emphasized
the main prerequisite is a willingness to help.

The problems of minority group
students at UNM will be the topic
of an open forum sponsored by
the American Association of Uni~
versity Professors ( AA UP) this
afternoon.
The forum is scheduled for 4
p.m. in the Union Theater and is
operi to the public.
Karl P. Koenig, program chairman of the local AA UP chapter~
said that six UNM students, representing three minority groups,
will address the faculty and will
discuss the problems that their
groups experience at UNM.
Joe Long and Barbara Browne
l\"ill discuss the problems of black
students, John Abeyta and Lu,is
Torrez will speak on the problems
of Mexican-Americans, and Leslie
Chapman and Veronica Velarde
will discuss the problems of American Indians. Each student will
present a five to ten minute speech
followed by a question and answer period.
Koenig said activist students
were intentionally chosen to participate in the forum and that he
hopes "they will be candid and
outspoken in their talks.'' Koenig
feels that many minority students,
especially black athletes, are

fearful of speaking out and he
hopes that this forum will be a
start towards changing this sit··
uation.
"The student speakers are to
discuss problems at UNM only,
problems that the faculty can deal
with an a practical level,'' Koenig
said.
Koenig believes that the faculty usually deals with the p:roblems of minority groups on a level

. . . ~~.,,

i-o"'' l'l'"\\ ""
~ 0.,,,., ~,esl
/..() c,o

""

of abstraction and he hoiJes that
the forum will be a way for the
faculty Hto get back into the act''
on a practical basis,

rmiil
Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLPTOWN

KOPY- KORNER

. . . ~Qs,,

-to~ ~o.s1

es

0
for UNM Students only
.01
'A
For Theses: 100% Cotton Fibre~Cockle (a$ Required)
V-1i,i] Ci.st
XEROX COPIES 8¢ each-No Minimum
'

lobby-Simms Buildin~ Downtown, 4th & Gold

247-4406

WANTED

Underclassmen interested in
advertising.

PATRONIZE LOBO
ADVERTIZERS

TUTOR
OR
NOT TUTOR

University of New Mexico Student Publications is interested in hiring undergraduates to work with it's business staff.
Limited salary and commissions availablo.
For further information contact Dick
Pfaff or Dick McDonald, Studf~nt Publications, Journalism Building Room 15Y.

THAT JS THE QUESTION
Sign Up In 251 fn The SUB

DON'T HOOF IT!
~
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TOYOTA Corolla's FRINGE BENEFITS

98~1738.

UNM STUDENTS - vrE COOK FOR
YOU I Modl.il'll accommodations with private baths and no dirty dishes. can
243-2881.
7 tnt. mountain home, 80 II1i1es :from Albuquerque. March 1-May 5. Scheduled.
Ideal thesis writers. artist, author, etc.
Rent :free exchange <'.aretakirtg. Write
P.O. Box 166, Gadsden, Arizona 85336.
SERVICES
LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSE wants
babysitting in my home. Time open.
UNM Housing, 1920 Lomas NE No. 17.
or call 247-4565 after 5.

Potronize
lobo Advertizers

THE COROLLA HAS OTHER FRINGE BENEFITS TOO! LET JULIAN GARCIA SHOW
YOU HOW EASY IT IS TO OWN A NEW COROLLA.

$100. DOWN

$

54

Your car need not be paid
for to trade.

PER WEEK

JULIAN GARCIA'S

{Take the Old Town Exit)

ii0~0ii~

GDlii:i

1100 RIO GRANDE BLVD.,
,,.N.W. at the Freeway

Phone 242-5000

